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THE ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY. Its First Century 1862-
1962. By Robert S. Henry. Washington, D. C. Office of the Surgeon
General, Department of the Army, 1964. xxii, 422 pp. $4.25.
This commenorative volume on the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
is a chronological encomium rather than an analytical history. As a factual
secondary source the book will be invaluable in a historical library, for
the footnoting and documentation are excellent. The photographs, repro-
ductions, and printing are of high quality.
The author emphasizes the unique character of the AFIP as it has
evolved over the years. In addition Mr. Henry gives an exhaustive
curriculum vitae for each curator, librarian, and director. The liberal use
of long quotations from AFIP and appropriate military reports, coupled
with the documentary type of literary style, tend to make uninteresting
reading. With the exception of the chapter on Walter Reed, little of the
personalities, the vitality, the conflicts, the heights and despairs of the
people molding this Institute is brought forth. Consequently the book
is historically accurate but lifeless.
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